
  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Interesting story about effects of crystal gridding, in areas where crime and 
pollution was prominent ... Originally these three guys discovered crystals, from Gaia 
crystals in Earth Mother in Glenwood (Gaia Crystals now in Langebaan). 

As they have ability to "see" energy, and specifically when crime or negativity is 
about to happen ..sometimes up 30mins before it happened. 

 
They said when they came into BeeLightCrystals shop ,that they had been able to 
communicate with the trees , I didn't think they were crazy, as having done Ayahuasca 
plant medicine ceremony,, I realized it is  totally possible ..The message to them was to 
plant crystals under various trees in these areas, this was best way to raise 
Consciousness .as it created a very positive ,high energy Oxygen  the trees, very much 
like one finds in a natural forest…   
So we gifted them (they didn’t really have money) so they used Spirit quartz, Rose 
Quartz, even some meteorites found by one of our customers… 

.. After a while crime dropped , water pipes burst , releasing negativity , and the 
area became a haven and developed into a place the community where it remained 
physically clean and peaceful …A community centre now exits there , it is called 
Kenneth Gardens Youth Centre (FB) 

Just recently, as the first project was done over 2 years ago, they decided 
another area needed some attention. Remembering they did this from their heart, no 
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Last year (Nov 2018) one members of this team, I call light Warriors came 
into shop to give me the good news, at the time a African customer just in for first time 
wanting to know how crystals work, well he was blessed to hear the story. 

About 4 months ago (July 2019) a very run down park area, with criminal 
elements, pollution, water contaminated …...Congella Park 

they did the same gridding, 2 months later local business and community decided 
to uplift and clear up, After 7yrs!!!..... so much so a  big event ( Mandela Day) was held 
their..It in this now pristine environment .. 
The customer asked , so how did the crystals help??? 
The answer was enlightening ...He explained trees are conscious , and when a area is 
negative , polluted , the air , oxygen created by the trees , it is also of low quality , 
planting the crystals helps create a positive energy and then that comes out in the area 
to form of positive Oxygen ..interesting. The physical change in both areas are  tangible.. 

maybe that is why Native America chief asked the soldiers not to cut down trees, 
they knew their importance   .#justsaying 

Another success story to add…Just recently a customer who used crystals to help 
with her pet, at wits end ,as dog was diabetic , nervous and costing fortune in medication 
.. After her dog wearing a Amethyst and Rose quartz,   for a month… the dog diabetes 
had gone down and wasn’t nervous any more, even the Vet asked what she was doing 
… very skeptical when heard about the crystals , and in long run Vet couldn’t understand 
why the condition was getting better.. The vet eventually conceded and said if it works 
uses it!  
 (google what crystals to use for your pet) 
 
After her success with her pet, she had for a long while had lower back pain, a number 
of visits to various practioners... with little relief , she decided to wear Selenite , which is 
said to be good for spinal  pain , She came to see me the other day and said its been 
18months she has been pain free and back to normal (no Pun intended )   ..As always 
your Intention when using crystals can amplify produce many positive results. 

Crystal Clear Booklet on Line (85 pages A5) 
Comprehensive book by Sara De Vos(Gaia Crystals, Langebaan..W.C) on all aspects of 

Life plus use of Crystals   Goto:- FreeBees on 

www.beelightcrystals.weebly.com & Download 

 

You want to see our Utube about the shop BeeLight Crystals -You 

Tube  https:youtu.be/XrmdiEAGKc 
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